INTERNATIONAL FLAGS IN FOURTH OF JULY PARADE!

President Sandy Fleak reported that, while it was really hot, we had a good display of flags for Rotary in the parade today. We had marchers from the very young (John Gardner's daughter and Jacob and Heather Condon's baby) to age 75 (Ray K.). Special thanks to John Gardner who picked up the flags and returned them.

Rotary in Red White & Blue Parade
July 4, 2012

2010/11 RI PRESIDENT RAY’S 75th BIRTHDAY PARTY AT THEIR NEW HOME (205 SANDIA CIRCLE, SOUTH POINTE, KIRKSVILLE)
JULY 3, 2012

(Left Photo): Judie and Ray Klinginsmith
(Photos Below): “The Chefs” - (l. to r.) Erick Hanson, Ralph Cupelli (Larry Whitney not pictured) and Ray with Walt Ryle, Duane Sterling and Carl Baldwin

More photos follow - see additional pages
PARTY GUESTS

Alta Whitney, Cathy Baldwin, Shirley Baldwin and Elsie Gaber

Debbie Stroud, Judie Klinginsmith, and Terry Combs

Exchange Students: Alejandra Frias (from Ecuador) and Former Exchange Student Doriane Pyl (from Belgium)

Heather and Olivia Condon (wife and daughter of Jacob Condon)

Rick Steele

Craig Shorten, Nate Walker and Chris Holliday (Dental School President)

The Schenewerks: Dale, Dale, Jr. & Shari

Jim Nevins

Suzanne Cupelli and Jim Connor

Sam and Dee Lessig (neighbors)
PARTY GUESTS

Diane and Mark Burger
Marcy Palermo and Chandrika Collins
Frank and Linda Colton

Jim and Carolyn Harding
Elsie and Ron Gaber
Gary and Claire Lloyd

Linda and Matt Eichor
Carol and Bill Lovegreen

Jim Conner and Mark Krueger
Larry Whitney and son Mark Whitney
PARTY GUESTS

Cathy Baldwin, Shirley Baldwin and Sandy Connor

Jeff Romine, Duane Sterling and Pat Sterling

Becky and Harold Osborn

Walt and Connie Ryle

Jeff and Marilyn Romine

Todd Baldwin and his dad Charles Baldwin

HAPPY 75TH BIRTHDAY, RAY!